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Contact
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Manager

: Vicente Peña Rodríguez

Email

: vicenteagrosanantonio@gmail.com

Executive President

: Osvaldo Barrientos Valenzuela

This report was developed using as a structure part of the Global
Reporting Initiative (GRI) methodology and its objective is to show in a
systematic and transparent way the commitment that Agro San Antonio
has with its stakeholders, whether they are suppliers, communities,
investors, entities regulatory or general public.
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Words of the
Executive President

Undoubtedly, these last
two years have been
full of challenges and
complexities for the
world, for Chile and
also for us at
Agro San Antonio.

Carrying out our dream of producing the best fruit in and for the world in an environment
hit by the pandemic, and in the complex social scenario of our country, has prompted
us to work with more enthusiasm, professionalism and conviction to achieve our goals.
Our values, inspired by a family tradition linked to the Chilean countryside for more than
a century of history, has been the engine that has given life to what we are today. Agro
San Antonio is named after three generations that have left the best of themselves in
these fertile lands of Pichidegua.
This company has understood from the beginning that each of its members is essential
to generate value for the business. Joy and respect for people must be breathed in every
corner of our fields, because we are convinced that if we all smile, our fruit will be richer
and sweeter.
This year 2021, the measurement of the Organizational Climate in Agro San Antonio has
had an extraordinary result, reaching a rating by our collaborators of 6.6 out of 7.
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Generating environments of trust and transparency have been our forms of behavior,
along with correction and affection for what we do. In these more than two decades
of life, we have given ourselves the freedom to learn, try, make mistakes and reinvent
ourselves.
That’s right, innovation in an optimistic and responsible environment has always been
welcome at Agro San Antonio and, without a doubt, is part of our seal. Examples of this
have been our intensive shoring practices, our care for the organizational climate and
our affection for the Roubidux rootstock.
We have also made progress in our concern for the environment, balancing our business
mission with the protection of the terroir and its surroundings. There have been several
initiatives that we have undertaken to take charge of caring for this land that has been
so generous to us and we will surely continue advancing along that path.
In the same way, we have worked to generate a reciprocal relationship with Pichidegua, a
town that houses people with a transparent look who with their effort and commitment
have become part of us and our dream.
The results fill us with satisfaction and pride, as we continue to systematically achieve
record figures for exported fruit and with excellent productivity indicators.
I cannot fail to mention that the oranges from Agro San Antonio were the first to arrive
in China in 2020, with the opening of this important market. This milestone fills us with
pride, and at the same time, commits us to developing healthy and friendly fruit growing.
Finally, I would like to ratify Agro San Antonio’s commitment to produce the best fruit in
and for the world, but always with a vision of a fair, inclusive, correct and joyful country.
There really is no point in working and dreaming if we don’t do it smiling and respecting
each other. Only in this way will we be able to consolidate our citrus export position at a
national and international level.
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If we are happy
our fruit will be
sweeter and richer
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Values and purpose
Agro San Antonio is a family
business that has sustained its
development and success based on
love and commitment to the land
and its people.
This, added to an agricultural tradition with more than 100 years of history,
has allowed us to consolidate ourselves as one of the main citrus producers in
the country. These are the values that set us in motion:

Integrity

Excellence

We act with transparency, honesty, ethics
and respect towards people, suppliers,
communities and institutions.

We produce our fruit using the highest
standards in the industry across the
board. We offer our customers the best
flavor and color in the world.

Trust

Commitment

We generate long-term, honest
mutually beneficial relationships.

and

We fulfill the promises made to our clients,
workers, suppliers and the communities
that shelter us.

Passion
We love what we do and we work
to develop in happy, respectful and
meritocratic environments.
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Agro San Antonio relies on the
people who give it life day by day: its
workers.
Our leader in the field
Vicente Peña Rodríguez, an Agronomist with
great experience in fruit, export and agricultural
machinery companies, is the Manager of Agro San
Antonio and who leads our dream of producing
the best fruit in and for the world.

Our team
At Agro San Antonio 26 people work from the
plant. They all live in the Pichidegua commune.
For our company this is a very important issue
since we are interested in supporting the
development and quality of life of the inhabitants
of the place where we are immersed.
Currently our team is made up of highly
experienced people and also people who are
beginning their job training.

Vision
We want to produce the
fruit with the best flavor
and color in the world,
thus improving people’s
quality of life through
the consumption of
healthy, nutritious and
tasty fruits.

Mission
Use and promote
the best quality,
environmental, labor,
transparency, and
community relations
standards to produce
the best fruit in and for
the world.
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COVID 19, a permanent challenge for our
organization
Since the beginning of the pandemic, Agro San Antonio
adopted a protocol of action to minimize the chances of
contagion inside our orchards, take care of our
collaborators in the best possible way and protect the
daily operation of our fields.
Here are the main actions implemented:
• Temperature taken at the beginning of the working
day (non-contact thermometer).
• Installation of alcohol gel dispensers in Agro San
Antonio facilities.
• Installation of
meeting room.

capacity

signs

in

each

office

or

• Demarcation of dining rooms and spaces to be used
when sitting down to maintain the minimum
distance suggested by the Ministry of Health.
• Daily sanitation of the facilities and common spaces.
• Delivery of
workers.

two

daily

disposable

masks

to

our

• All our collaborators keep COVID insurance in force.
In addition, at the time of delivering proof of
insurance, an explanatory talk of the COVID Protocol
was held (again).
• Permanent reinforcement of self-care in each of our
meetings and group activities.
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• Agro San Antonio, provides all the facilities so that
our collaborators can carry out their COVID 19
vaccination process.
• Together with the local health institutions, we carry
out preventive operations among our collaborators,
which consist of random taking of PCR tests.
• At different points in our orchards we have specially
equipped garbage cans to deposit masks and waste
associated with COVID 19.
• The work is carried out mainly in the open air.
• During the harvest period, sanitary tunnels are
installed at each access to our orchards.
• The temperature of all employees who participate in
our harvesting process, which are around 600
people, are taken. This work is carried out by a
worker from Agro San Antonio, who has the
necessary
implementation
to
protect
his
occupational health and safety.
• During harvest, we also sanitize all cars and trucks
that enter our orchards.
• In our last harvest, we had a Risk Prevention Officer
specially dedicated to managing the actions
described above and who allowed us to meet and
maintain a high standard in occupational health and
safety, both for our permanent workers and for those
who support us in our time of harvest.
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Benefits and development for our team
Our team, in addition to being very competent in
technical terms, is emotionally charged in their
relationship with the land because their parents and
families have worked on them for decades.
This experience is highly valued by Agro San Antonio
and we seek to promote it through different initiatives
and employment benefits, because we are convinced
that a happy and motivated worker greatly improves
their productivity and deepens their commitment to our
company.
Next, we present the main benefits that Agro San
Antonio provides to its collaborators:
• Remuneration: In our company we have an ethical
minimum equivalent to $ 560,000 gross, which is
complemented by an incentive system associated
with meeting goals.
• Dental agreement: In 2021 a dental agreement was
signed with the Integral Health Center of Pichidegua,
taking charge of one of the team’s most recurrent
wellness requests.
• Schooling bonus: Implemented in 2016, this
economic benefit seeks to reward the academic
excellence of the children or grandchildren of our
workers who have an annual average grade equal to
or greater than 6.5. From 2016 to date, 24 students
have been benefited with this benefit.
• Marriage bonus: Implemented in 2019, this incentive
benefits any worker who gets married and consists of
financing the wedding night.
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• Birth voucher: Implemented in 2019, this economic
benefit seeks to celebrate and recognize the birth of
the children of our employees.
• San Antonio Library: After 5 years of life and more
than 250 copies collected from various authors and
literary genres, Agro San Antonio decided to donate
its library to the Municipality of Pichidegua, so that
more people have the opportunity to enjoy culture
and knowledge through books. The delivery took
place in November 2021 and was attended by the
Mayor of Pichidegua, Marcos Fuentes.
• Birthday Day: Implemented in 2017, this benefit
seeks to recognize and celebrate the birthday of
each member of the team, both in the monthly
meeting, where all our workers participate, and in
their workplace, where direct management gives
them recognition to the celebrated. In addition, from
this year, the honoree is given the free afternoon, so
that he can also share with his family and friends.
• Institutional Uniform: For years we have had
institutional work clothing for all our workers that
meets all occupational health and safety standards.
In 2019, Dry Fresh technology was included, which
reduces the sensation of heat and perspiration from
field work.
• Institutions: Agro San Antonio is a member of the
Los Andes Compensation Fund and the Mutual de
Seguridad.
• The best product in our house: Since 2019, each
family of our workers has been given a gift in June
with an export box with our best oranges.
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• Recognition of work seniority: Starting in 2021, the
seniority of workers at Agro San Antonio began to be
recognized.
• Christmas gift: This benefit, implemented in 2020, is
for the children of our workers under 18 years of age.

Managing our team
Since our inception we have been concerned with
developing improvements to the management of our
teams. We believe in the development of our people and
for this reason we have implemented different actions
and good practices, which are used by industries such as
banking or mining to promote their collaborators.
Here are the most important ones:
Performance Evaluation: Since 2013 we have carried out
a formal and annual performance evaluation of all our
workers. It has not been easy to do so, but we already
have a culture around this action that has allowed us to
generate
trust,
transparency
and
continuous
improvements in processes and equipment.
Organizational Climate Assessment: Since 2019 we
have
implemented
an
Organizational
Climate
assessment in our company. This modern initiative has
allowed us to more effectively monitor how our workers
are doing in their workplace.
The results obtained in the 2021 period were
extraordinary, reaching an average evaluation of 6.6 out
of a maximum of 7.
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The main objective of this initiative is to promote and
develop substantial improvements in the organizational
climate of Agro San Antonio, in such a way as to
generate a culture of quality and reciprocity in the way
we interact.
In addition, based on the results, a series of actions are
generated to boost the indicators that saw a drop in
their score and to reinforce the areas that had been well
rated.
Something very important to highlight is the
congruence that exists between the survey responses
and corporate values. This is visualized in the following
table.

NUESTROS VALORES

¿CÓMO NOS SENTIMOS SEGÚN EVALUACIÓN?

Trasparencia, Honestidad y Respeto

Siento respeto. Las cosas se cumplen.

Excelencia

Puedo desarrollarme. Hay iniciativa.

Confianza

Somos importantes. Hay buenos jefes.

Compromiso

Estamos comprometidos. Me siento orgulloso.

Pasión

Siento que mi trabajo ayuda al logro.

Incentive system
For years we have had an annual incentive system that
includes all the company’s workers and that addresses
different interests, those that go beyond the mere
production of fruit.
Next, we present the goals set for the 2021 period:
• Overcome a set of performance variables associated
with production, productivity and quality of the fruit.
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• Achieve the Global Gap Certification again.
• Comply with the expense budget.
• For managers, variables associated with the
Workplace Climate were included and expressed
through the Climate Survey.
• In the 2020-2021 period, all the objectives defined by
the administration were met and all personnel
received their respective incentives, a total amount
that exceeded USD 93,000.

Training
This has been one of the key strategies to consistently
improve our indicators. As a company we want our
teams to be the best and for this we have different
improvement alternatives.
During the last months our workers attended important
training courses. Among the main ones are:
• In November 2021, Ignacio Ovalle, Communications
Consultant,
conducted
a
training
for
the
management and heads of each of the Agro San
Antonio fields called “Leadership with Purpose”. The
objective of this action was to provide tools and
updated knowledge regarding how to improve
leadership and commitment of managers with their
work teams.
• Vicente Peña, Manager of Agro San Antonio has
participated in the following trainings:
• October 2021: Analysis of soils in citrus
plantations, carried out by the advisor in plant
nutrition and soils of Kalf Consulting, Lucas
Ferrada
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• August 2021: Training for Irrigation Management
in Citrus Plantations and Phytosanitary Strategy
in Citrus. Both instances were carried out by the
advisers of Agroquímica ANASAC, Antonio Lobato
and Marcelo Somoza.
• May 2021: Training for the Management of
Residual Herbicides and Modulation of the
Brassinosteroids
Phytohormone
in
citrus
plantations. The instance was led by the advisor
Francisco González, from Syngenta agrochemical.
• November 2020: Training for Physiological and
Nutritional Management in Citrus, carried out by
the advisor Julio Cornejo and the Doctor and
professor at the Pontifical Catholic University,
Jhoanna Mártiz.
• During this year, Carlos Wilhelmy, Agro San Antonio’s
agronomist, trains the personnel in charge of our
orchards in the field. This instance was carried out on
a quarterly basis.
• Training for field managers in the implementation of
the phytosanitary applications measurement system,
given by Vicente Peña.
• Training on Pest Monitoring, given by Professor
Marcelo Somoza, which has also been supported by
the Xilema company.
• Training for field managers and operators in
optimizing the application of Agrochemicals,
achieving a 20% reduction in the consumption of
water and agrochemicals in young orchards.
• During 2021 Mutual de Seguridad carried out the
following training sessions for the Agro San Antonio
team:
• Use and management of pesticides.
• Health effects from exposure to UV radiation.
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• Occupational hygiene course.
• Pesticide management regulations.
• TMERT risk factors.
• Use of fire extinguisher handling.
• Prevention of agricultural machinery risks.

Coordination and leadership instances
In order to keep the business strategy aligned with its
workers, the company carries out different instances of
communication in the field.
The main ones are detailed below:
• Monthly coordination meeting: An instance led by
the Executive President and the Manager of the
Company, who present the topics and objectives
associated with the activities of the season and
receive feedback from the team on what is
happening in the orchards. In addition, the
Administration and Finance area comments on the
relevant Human Resources issues and the different
administration tasks that are being developed.
Compliance with the budget and goals is also
monitored.
• Pre-Harvest Meeting: Since 2015, Agro San Antonio
has carried out this instance prior to the fruit harvest.
Our supervisors, the main suppliers and the
exporting company participate in it. This activity
seeks to inform, coordinate and train our team in
their roles, objectives and goals during the harvest
process.
• Visit to Agricom Packing: Agro San Antonio leaders
participate in this activity and its objective is to know
in-situ the last stage of fruit exportation and to know
standards and good practices that allow our
products to arrive in the best possible way to the
different markets of the world.
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• Recognition of merit: The fruit harvest is an
extremely important process, both due to its
consequence and the number of people who work
on it (approximately 600 per season). For this reason,
during the harvest, we daily reward the best
supervisor from the previous day according to preestablished indicators. This award is defined at the
morning coordination meeting and delivered by the
respective field manager.
• Harvest Training: Between June and July, more than
600 people join our company to collaborate in the
fruit harvest process. Most are women from the
Pichidegua commune who have already worked in
previous seasons. The workers are trained for the
harvesting process by our plant team and, in
addition, they are provided with equipment for their
work.

Plants have to be and feel good
Beyond profitability, which is important for any
company, Agro San Antonio seeks that its orchards In
addition to having a sustainable production, they look
and feel good all year round. To achieve the above, we
care about delivering the best food and water to our
plants.
Thus, in 2018 we installed a modern automated
fertigation center in Campo de Larmahue and during
2020, substantial improvements were enabled in the
Campo San Antonio system.
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From 2019 to 2021, an update and improvement plan of
the irrigation system was carried out, which consisted of:
• The replacement of irrigation lines in old plantations,
by systems with better efficiency and effectiveness, in
order to optimize the water resource.
• The realization of drainage systems in sectors with
too much moisture accumulation, to reduce the
mortality of plants due to root asphyxia.
• Installation of pneumatic agitation systems in the
San Antonio and Cara Cara fields, which improve the
dissolution of fertilizers via irrigation, increasing the
efficiency of the system and the personnel in charge.
On the other hand, for more than two decades we
have been working with the Las Garzas laboratory to
obtain the pertinent foliar analyzes, which allow us to
know the nutritional status of the plant, among other
data.
Starting in 2021, we began to improve the analytics of
our fields, introducing mineralogical analyzes of soil
and water, to obtain and study the availability of
nutrients in the soil. This work is carried out together
with the Agriservices laboratory, run by Dr. Rodrigo
Ortega, a specialist in soil and plant nutrition.
With this information, Agro San Antonio prepares
and monitors fertilization programs, made to
measure, in each of its orchards.
We are also permanently concerned that our
plantations are clean, free of garbage or other
elements foreign to agricultural production, such as
plastics, cigarette butts, bottles, etc.
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The exporter, a strategic partner
In recent years Agro San Antonio has structured a
strategic alliance with Agricom, a leading export
company, responsible for taking and presenting our fruit
in international markets.
Given the above, we have endeavored to maintain a
transparent, close and trusting relationship.
This proximity has allowed us, since 2016, to have our
graphic identity in export boxes destined for the United
States, China and other countries in the world.
For us, this fact is of great value and confirms the mutual
trust that exists between both organizations. We want
them to ask for our fruit by name.
The export rate has been increasing year after year
thanks to the professional and continuous care of our
company, added to the technical advice that
companies, such as Agricom, have provided us.
In 2021, we reached a 90% orange export rate. This
achievement fills us with pride and is the product of the
love and commitment of the workers of Agro San
Antonio,
Additionally, during 2021, Agricom also carried out the
process of packing and exporting our lemons to the
United States.
As in 2019, during August 2021, a visit was made,
together with Agricom executives, to see how our fruit
was received in the United States.
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On that occasion we were on the west coast, where we
had the opportunity to participate in important work
meetings where we were able to learn about what was
happening with the demand for citrus fruits and
position the characteristics and attributes of our fruit in
that demanding market.
A program of visits to local retailers was also carried out,
to observe in the field how our fruit was arriving and to
know their final sale prices.
In addition, 2 citrus orchards near the town of Visalia,
California were visited, with the objective of learning
about best practices in matters of irrigation, fertilization
and fruit care.

Our suppliers: forging a long-term relationship
Our suppliers are essential for the success of the
business, but fundamentally so that millions of
households in the world can taste the flavor of our fruit.
For this reason, our company is concerned with
maintaining a close relationship with each of them,
making them part of our vision and values.
These are some of our main suppliers:
• Agrológica: Together with its owner and leader, Julio
Haberland, they have accompanied us since the
beginning of Agro San Antonio, giving us experience
and knowledge so that our irrigation and fertilization
equipment is in tune with the needs of our plants.
• Huerto California: Also from our beginnings, this
company, led by Carlos Wilhelmy, has supported us
by providing us with the plants from his nursery and
by giving us specialized advice.
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• Agrícola Las Garzas: In addition to the support of its
laboratory, we have signed a strategic alliance of
reciprocity of knowledge that allows us to receive
your students in practice and give training talks,
among other actions.
• Transportes Retamal: For more than two decades it
has supported us in everything related to the
transport of our company.
• Agro Q-tral: Company that advises us on the
management of living soils, contributing and caring
for the ecology of the soils.
• Other companies we work with: Copeval, Coagra,
Xilema, Mutual de Seguridad, Anasac, among others.
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Success history in our relationship with local
suppliers: Transportes Retamal
Joaquín Retamal, Don Kiko, is one of the people who
belongs to the oldest families in Pichidegua and who for
years has dedicated himself to transportation in his
renowned blue truck.
When Agro San Antonio started exporting avocados, it
needed a reliable and serious transporter. That he knew
us and shared our project and that was Don Joaquín.
Thus, in his blue truck, he began to transport our fruit
and quickly, through his work, commitment and
responsibility, he earned our trust and affection.
In this regard, Osvaldo Barrientos, President of Agro
San Antonio comments: “Unfortunately with the last
earthquake the old house of my grandparents fell, which
made the logistical part very difficult. But Don Kiko was
there, welcoming us with all his affection in his house.
I remember having shared many lunches with his family
and in one of them, we asked him that we would need a
new truck with its respective tow truck and that, as a
company, we were willing to support him to buy it ”.
We wanted Don Kiko to grow up with us and that is how
he did. Today he is the general coordinator of transport
for Agro San Antonio, and he is proud to carry the image
of our company on his trucks.
Don Kiko is part of the team and he is committed to
being one more link to produce the best flavor and color
in the world.
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Our challenge is to
produce the best
fruit in and for
the world

26

This is our history
Agro San Antonio was born in 1999 as a family project in the town of Pichidegua,
located 170 kilometers south west of Santiago, Cachapoal province, Libertador
Bernardo O’Higgins region.
This town traces its origins towards the end of the 16th century in colonial times,
acquiring its commune status in 1891. It has an area of 320.02 km² and a population of
19,714 inhabitants according to the INE census of 2017.
The area, eminently agricultural, is part of the Cachapoal Valley and has a
Mediterranean climate in a very fertile land of great agricultural value, conducive to the
development of species such as citrus, corn, blueberries, table grapes, avocados,
among other fruits. , vegetables and greens.

The first steps
Although Agro San Antonio is founded in 1999 by Osvaldo Antonio Barrientos
Valenzuela, Civil Engineer from the University of Chile; The history of this project has its
origins in the extensive agricultural tradition that his maternal family has had in the
area since the beginning of the 20th century.
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Antonio Valenzuela Celis, grandfather of the founder, was a renowned farmer from
Pichidegua who transmitted to his entire family the love and roots for these fertile
lands and the people of him.

This is how our project was born
A year after managing the family farm, Osvaldo Antonio Barrientos Valenzuela decided
to undertake and develop his own project.
Thus, at the end of 1999 he acquired two properties in the Pichidegua commune,
giving life to Agro San Antonio. At that time, together with his advisor, Carlos
Wilhelmy, they made the decision to start the project with a Hass variety avocado
plantation.
Also on that date, seeking to innovate and have greater efficiency in production
processes, construction work began for a deep well and the installation of modernized
irrigation for all orchards began.
Along with the above, it was also decided to plant using the ridged system, which
allows for better drainage of the land. A system for treating low winter temperatures
was also created.
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Innovation in the DNA of Agro San Antonio
Hass avocados were planted in 2001 and they quickly began to be exported to different
countries around the world. The average production reached 15,000 kilos per hectare.
After a few seasons it was concluded that the climate was changing. The episodes of
low temperature began to be more recurrent, directly affecting the production of the
orchards.
In response to this situation, together with our advisor, we opted for a technical
innovation that gave us excellent results. We decided to raise the micro-sprinklers to
the height of the treetops and run them when the temperature dropped.
How did we know the temperature? We started with basic thermometers installed in
different parts of the garden.
Later, we advanced to thermometers that allowed us to keep a computer record and
to a small monitoring center. We wanted to have the visibility of the precise moment
to activate the pump and thus the micro-sprinklers in height began to work.
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Today we have digital temperature monitoring of all fields, which allows us to know,
online, the temperature records of each place in the orchard and make decisions,
depending on the consolidated information.

A new opportunity
In 2004 Agro San Antonio bought a 9 hectare plot. Its agricultural characteristics were
different from the orchards planted with Hass avocados, so it was decided, together
with the advice of Carlos Wilhelmy, to analyze another fruit species, reaching the
conclusion that the variety of oranges called Fukumoto, used on a Roubidux pattern, it
could work very well in the area.
The Fukumoto variety, of Japanese origin, stands out for its sweetness, its attractive
round shape and reddish-orange color.
It was a challenge for Agro San Antonio, as there was not much experience with this
variety in Chile and even less in this area. However, the characteristics of the terroir and
the climate made us think that good results could be obtained.
Thus, in 2005 the plants were purchased from the Huerto California nursery. A
plantation frame with a density of 4.5 by 2 meters was used, in ridges and with
technical irrigation.
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The result was extraordinary. The following year the first large-sized oranges were seen,
with an intense reddish color, a sweet flavor and a large amount of juice.
As the climate had changed, the decision was made to uproot 5 hectares of avocados
from one of the orchards and replace them with Fukumoto. This time the existing
ridges were used, but using an innovative planting system, since we placed the trees
almost on a trellis.
The first mature plantation achieved an extraordinary harvest of 60,000 kilos per
hectare, starting the harvest on June 1 with more than 10 degrees Brix. In a short time
we were able to conclude that this land was privileged and the climate was optimal for
this variety of oranges and particularly with the pattern used.

This is how the current challenge was born
“I still remember that, on a trip to New York, in a neighborhood greengrocer we went
with my family to see the oranges they were selling. We found? some pale oranges,
lifeless, not uniform, with a taste far removed from freshness. We remembered our
Fukumoto and said: we have everything to conquer the most demanding markets in
the world ”.
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With these words Osvaldo Barrientos Valenzuela, President of Agro San Antonio,
reflects the vision of the company to advance with this project and reach new and
important markets.
In 2008, our company acquired the family farm that had belonged to Antonio
Valenzuela Celis, and it was decided to plant it with Fukumoto oranges.
Various investments were made for this, the most important being the construction of
a deep well, the implementation of technical irrigation and an electrical substation.
For this project, the plantation frame was 4 by 2 meters, in order to achieve a higher
density and quantity of plants.
At this stage we received the advice of the Agrológica company, which was of great
help in the implementation of this challenge.
In 2013, 14 additional hectares of Fukumoto were planted on Roubidux, (which had
previously had Hass avocado), with the aim of consolidating the project and meeting
the challenge of producing the best oranges with the best flavor and color in the
world.
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A new challenge: Cara Cara
For this project, the Roubidux was once again used as a standard, which with its
dwarfing effect, concentrating flavors and sugars, made us suppose that we would
obtain a high quality product for the most demanding markets.
In 2019 it was the first harvest, obtaining an average production per hectare of 8,600
kilos. The fruit immediately showed the intensity of its internal color, its sweetness and
its nutritional characteristics.
In 2021 we carried out our third harvest, reaching 57,000 kg / ha and with 94% of the
fruit exported in the packing process.
These figures are associated in the citrus industry with an adult orchard, which fills us
with pride and motivation, considering the excellent internal quality of the fruit and
the intense pink color so characteristic of the Cara Cara variety.
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Consolidating the new challenge
Agro San Antonio is a company characterized by a powerful long-term vision and
growth. It is for this reason, that in 2017 a new project was finalized consisting of the
plantation of 16 hectares of Cara Cara oranges on Roubidux, (thus completing 23
hectares in total) that sought to consolidate the commitment of the first plantation
carried out just 2 years ago.
The project included the construction of an electrical substation, a deep well and
an automated irrigation and fertilization system, among other technological
improvements.
This plantation was carried out in Campo Larmahue, located 7 kilometers to the east of
Pichidegua, a sector of deep lands and a tremendously generous climate, endorsed by
the climatological study carried out by the professor of the University of Chile,
Fernando Santibáñez.
Today, Agro San Antonio is consolidated as one of the main producers of oranges of
the Cara Cara variety in Chile, concentrating approximately 10% of the planted area in
the country, which is estimated at 250 hectares.
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Our new dream
Together with the last Cara Cara plantation in the Larmahue orchard, Agro San
Antonio decided to start with a new species. This time the chosen one was the Messina
lemon.
Between October 2018 and February 2019, 21 hectares of Messina lemon were planted
on a Roubidux pattern. Our vast experience in the production of oranges, the quality of
the land and our people allow us to think that we will be able to produce the best
lemons in the world in a short time.
We are convinced that the international market demands products of excellence also
in the case of lemons, and that is precisely where Agro San Antonio has the dream of
being.
We have opted for the Messina variety, because it is a lemon of good size, with
morphological characteristics and internal quality, and also because its tree does not
present thorns, a situation of great importance compared to other varieties that do
have and that involve serious difficulties and damage. to those who harvest them.
The chosen graft holder has been innovative for the industry: Roubidux. Our experience
indicates that this graft carrier will give us tremendous characteristics, which will be
enhanced and complemented with this new chosen species.
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According to information gathered for this report, we are the first company in Chile to
use this combination of the Messina variety on the Roubidux pattern.

Larmahue: our new production unit
In our first harvest, carried out in 2021, we achieved quite promising production figures.
Cara Cara’s production reached 8,100 kg / ha and in the Messina variety of lemons the
production was 5,000 kg / ha.
In the case of the Cara Cara variety, 90% of the fruit was exported.
Regarding lemons, due to their precocity and the high price of the domestic market,
they were marketed in Chile at the end of the summer, and then the first export of our
new species was achieved in the months of May and July 2021, managing to export
80% of production, which we consider a very good result for the first export harvest
from a lemon orchard.
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We are the first in China
In 2020, with the opening of the Chinese market for Chilean citrus, we challenged
ourselves to motivate our strategic partner Agricom, to make Agro San Antonio’s
oranges the first Chilean oranges to touch Chinese soil.
Finally, this important objective became a reality and our oranges, produced in these
generous lands, were the first to touch Chinese soil, opening the first container on July
23, 2020, which filled us with pride and joy as an organization. and as representatives
of Pichidegua.
Because the opening and development of new markets require perseverance and
work, in 2021 we redoubled our efforts and managed to increase our export volume to
the Chinese market, being one of the companies that contributed the most in Chile to
the development of this market.

Branding and corporate image
Between 1999 and 2015 our company operated commercially under the name of
Osvaldo Barrientos Valenzuela, but after the definition of the first strategic plan carried
out towards the end of 2015 and with the clear objective of producing the best oranges
in the world , it was necessary to choose a brand and a graphic identity that would
identify us in Chile and the world.
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The brand had to be able to represent the origins of our project, being the centennial
agricultural tradition of the Valenzuela family, the fertile land and its generous people,
the main inspiring sources.
This is how the name Agro San Antonio de Pichidegua was born.

Endomarketing and the value of joy
We want one of the differentiating elements of our company to be the happiness
and commitment with which our workers carry out their tasks, on a daily basis, in
our orchards.
That is why Agro San Antonio promotes this commitment through permanent internal
feedback with all its workers, using different communication channels, with an
inclusive and motivating language, because we firmly believe that, if our team is happy,
our oranges will be more sweet, nutritious and cute.
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Respect for our
team, the
communities and
the environment
that shelters us is
fundamental for us
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Our results and commitments
Agro San Antonio and its context
Our company has 98.5 hectares planted in 4 fields:
• San Antonio field, with 26 hectares of Fukumoto oranges planted on year 2009.
• La Moyina field, with 28.5 hectares of Fukumoto oranges planted (7.5 of them in
2005, 7 in 2009 and 14 at the end of 2013).
• Cara Cara field, with 7 hectares of oranges of this variety on Roubidux pattern
planted at the end of 2015.
• Larmahue field with 37 hectares: 16 of Cara Cara oranges on Roubidux stock and 21
of Messina lemons on Roubidux stock, planted at the end of 2018.
According to the information published by CIREN (Natural Resources Information
Center) under the Chilean Ministry of Agriculture, the number of hectares planted with
orange trees in Chile in 2019 was 6,200 and has remained stable in recent years.
Regarding lemons, the figure is around 7,000 hectares planted, observing a sustained
increase since 2015.
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On the other hand, the total of oranges exported by Chile in 2020, including all its
varieties, was 90,148 tons. This figure had been increasing in recent years, reaching
99,000 tons in 2018 and 2019, however, for the 2020 harvest season the total reached
90,148 tons, 9% lower than what was achieved in previous years.

Taking the figures of the Citrus Committee, the total number of hectares planted with
orange trees in 2019 was 6,200, which gives an average production of oranges exported
per hectare at the country level of 14,540 kilos / ha.

Exceptional production results.
As shown in the following table, the total production of oranges exported by Agro San
Antonio in 2021 was 63,019 kilos per hectare, exceeding the average at the country level
by 4 times, which reflects the great work in productive terms that our company comes
from. carrying out since 2014 and the great quality of the “terroir” and our trees, which
generously give us a high quality fruit.

*2-year plantation production is not considered.
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Market share in Chile
Regarding Agro San Antonio’s participation in the Chilean export oranges industry, the
situation is as follows:

As can be seen in the previous table, and considering that at week 32 of the year 2021,
the quantity of oranges exported in 2020 was 60,807,497 kgs, and in 2021 it was
57,642,411 kgs, that is, a 5, 2% lower, we can conclude that:
• 11 out of every 100 Fukumoto oranges exported are from Agro San Antonio.
• 10 out of every 100 Cara Cara oranges exported are from Agro San Antonio.
• 4 out of every 100 Chilean oranges exported are from Agro San Antonio.
The foregoing is tremendously meritorious, since Agro San Antonio’s market share in
terms of planted hectares is 1.6%.
Regarding the destination markets for our oranges, it is concentrated in the United
States, Europe, Latin America, Canada and Central America. The quota for each
destination is presented below.

Our figures in detail
Agro San Antonio’s fruit production has been increasing year by year, both due to the
increase in productivity of its fields and the incorporation of new orchards. From 2018
to 2021, orange production has increased by 50%, reaching 4,777,114 kilos in 2021.
Similarly, the kilos exported in 2021 reached 3,886,154, which represents an increase
rate of 70% compared to 2,286,514 in 2018.
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It is important to mention in this analysis the% of kilos sent to packing that are finally
exported. This rate, which in 2021 was 90%, has maintained its extraordinary
performance and demonstrates the excellent product obtained from the orchards
and the quality and passion added in the harvesting and packaging processes.
The following graph shows the evolution of the kilos produced in recent years, in
addition to the different associated growth rates.

From the total of the fruit production of Agro San Antonio, we distinguish:
• Fukumoto Orange
• Orange Cara Cara
• Lemon Messina
The decomposition of the kilos produced and exported of each of these fruits is as
follows:
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From the previous tables, it can be inferred that Agro San Antonio is currently 88%
concentrated in Fukumoto oranges, however, this composition will change over time
due to the incorporation of the new Cara Cara and Messina lemon orchards that are
entering into production.
If we zoom in on the production of Fukumoto oranges, the situation is as follows:

We highlight the continuous increase in production of this variety despite already
working with mature orchards. Year after year new production and productivity
records have been reached.
An example of the above is that the oldest orchard in Fukumoto, planted in 2005, was
the one that obtained the highest production per hectare this season of 92,000 kilos,
breaking a new record in Agro San Antonio.
Regarding the production of Cara Cara variety oranges, this year 2021 we reached
518,614 kilos, exporting 454,738 kilos of them, that is, about 10% of all Cara Cara
exported by Chile.
Our volume of Cara Cara has been increasing exponentially and our plan for the next
few years is to approach 2 million kilos.
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The following table shows the evolution we have had in recent years:

If we separate Cara Cara’s production by fields, the situation shows that the 6-year-old
orchard already had an exported production of 50,000 kilos versus the 2-year-old one
that had 7,000 kilos per hectare.
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Regarding the size of the fruit, we have been characterized by maintaining attractive
size curves despite the progressive increase in productivity, especially of the Fukumoto
variety.
The year 2021 was exceptional in production and this had an impact on the calibers,
lowering the curve. Another reason attributable to this drop was the delay in the
summer heat.
Below is a table with information since 2018, with the evolution of the size curve for the
Fukumoto variety:

The above table shows the distribution of cumulative export fruit sizes per year. As can
be seen, in 2019 60% of the fruit had a size of 64 or higher, which is 28% better than in
2018. In 2020 this improvement continued, bringing the previous ratio to 67%.
However, in 2021 the curve was shifted downwards, with which the ratio fell to 56%,
this as a consequence of the extraordinary production per hectare obtained and of a
summer climate with lower temperatures.
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On the other hand, the size curve for the Cara Cara variety was as follows:

Operational KPIs
In this Agro San Antonio Report, we have made the decision to advance even further
in the distinction of ratios that allow us to know in depth our activity and at the same
time, to be able to compare ourselves with the relevant industry and project ourselves
over time.
In this way, we have defined the following operational indicators:
• Kilos of fruit produced per hectare (orchards of all ages).
• Kilos of fruit exported per hectare (orchards of all ages).
• Total expenses divided gone by kilos produced.
• Total expenses divided by exported kilos.
• Total hectares divided by workers.
• Total expenses on herbicides divided by total expenses.
• Total expenses on fertilizers divided by total expenses.
• Total expenses on insecticides divided by total expenses.
• Total HR expenses divided by total expenses.
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Harvest costs
If we now focus on reviewing the harvest costs of a kilo of oranges, the value of
harvesting a kilo of fruit in 2016 was $ 41 and in 2017 it was $ 37, reaching a 10%
decrease in said unit cost. This drop in harvest cost was the result of the application of
a continuous improvement process.
For the year 2019, and using equivalent criteria, the cost amounted to $ 45. This
increase is directly associated with the cost of labor at harvest and the concern to
maintain standards of well-being consistent with the values of the company.
In 2021 the cost was $ 67, which was increased by the pandemic situation that the
country experienced and which made costs more complex and significantly increased.
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Innovation is part
of our essence and
opens unlimited
possibilities
for growth
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CSR, environment
and innovation
Corporate Social Responsibility: Committed to Pichidegua and to the
development of its people.
Agro San Antonio feels a deep affection and commitment to the community that
shelters us and as a result of the above we are permanently making efforts to
contribute to the development of the commune, taking care of its people, its
environment, education and progress.
Below, we detail the corporate social responsibility initiatives and actions that we have
implemented since the beginning of our fruit production:
• From Pichidegua to the world: The first
thing was to tell our end customers in
markets such as the United States that
we are part of Pichidegua. We achieve
this by placing our image on the boxes
of oranges that go to the main
international markets where we export
our fruit.
• Our workforce is local: Agro San
Antonio provides permanent work for
26 people who live and are part of the
Pichidegua community.
• For the harvest season, which occurs
between the months of June and July,
we employ approximately 600 people,
among
whom
we
have
many
Pichideguanos.
• This source of employment is very
important for the community as it
occurs in the winter season, a time
when job opportunities are scarcer in
the area. All these people are hired in
compliance with all labor regulations.
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• We are intensive in the use of local suppliers: Our policy as a company is to use
and promote, as far as possible, suppliers from the commune or province of
Cachapoal. An example of the above is that in 2019 all the harvesting machinery
was contracted to the local businessman Víctor Palominos.
• We publicly express our reciprocity to Pichidegua: Since 2017, we have placed a
road sign on one of the most important streets of the commune that says “The best
oranges in the world are produced in Pichidegua”. We do this to highlight the
importance of being based in this town, which has the climate, land and people
conducive to producing the best oranges.

• We promote local education: Since 2009 we have maintained an alliance with the
Agricultural School of Peumo (a commune near Pichidegua) which consists of
admitting students in practice for different work functions and at different times of
the year. This 2021 we have two of his students in our company doing their
corresponding internships.
• We support the elderly, firefighters, police officers and the Hospital of Pichidegua:
From our beginnings we have helped the Home for the Elderly of Pichidegua and in
the last two years we have increased our contributions of our fruit to a greater
number of entities and people, thus helping to maintain a nutritious and healthy
diet in the area of influence where we are present.
• We are taxpayers in our area of influence: We are based in the Pichidegua
commune and we pay our land taxes in the commune.
• We support the development of local sports: Since 2016 Agro San Antonio has been
a partner and sponsor of the Club Deportivo Cóndor. This with the aim of
supporting the healthy and recreational sport of the commune. Part of our support
has been translated into the improvement of the stadium’s infrastructure and
associated activities. We have also delivered donations of fruit to the club’s soccer
nursery schools.
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Committed to the environment
Respect for nature is key to the development of Agro San Antonio and we reaffirm our
commitment through the continuous implementation of sustainable practices in our
production processes and in caring for our environment.
Below we detail the main actions and good practices techniques we have implemented:
• Since 2014 we have had Global Gap Certification, an internationally recognized
standard for agricultural production. This certification covers:
• Food safety and traceability.
• Environment (including biodiversity).
• Health, safety and well-being of the worker.
• Animal welfare.
• Integrated Crop Management, Integrated Pest Management,
Management System and Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points.

Quality

• We adhere to Good Agricultural Practices, which we declare through our signage in
each of our orchards.
• In our field we do not apply products that are not allowed in the strict import
protocols of the destination countries.
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• Fuel management is carried out in certified tanks.
• For the protection of each of our workers we have the following personal protection
elements:
• Sun protection cream.
• Sunglasses with UV protection.
• Sun protection hat.
• Safety shoes.
• Safety suits for applicators.
• Hearing protection system.
• Filter system for respiratory protection.

• Our machinery has European Certification for polluting emissions.
• There is no smoking in our fields.
• During December 2019, the voluntary construction of a Community Protection
System against the application of chemical products began. This system covers a
perimeter of 600 linear meters and complements the protocols required by the
National Health Service and is a concrete example of Agro San Antonio’s
commitment to the environment and the community.
• In 2021 we renew and update our drinking water and sewerage systems, using new
technologies, renovating ponds, chlorination systems and improving the safety and
innocuousness of the water in our facilities.
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Innovation in the operation processes
The propping:
Undoubtedly, a person who visits an Agro San Antonio orchard, from March onwards,
will be very surprised because each of the orange plants has a careful “propping”
system for the branches loaded with fruit that are close to the ground or in danger of
tripping.
On average each tree has between 6 to 10 props. This intensive “propping” system
allows supporting branches loaded with fruit that are close to the ground or in danger
of unhooking. Each one of them is made with coligües and must be prepared with
wires to give it the necessary shape to support the fruit, without damaging the
structure of the tree.
During one season, there are more than 800 thousand shoring structures arranged by
Agro San Antonio and installed by our collaborators.

Why is it done?
Our trees are very generous in their production. They even go beyond what their
structure allows, also considering that skirt pruning is carried out. This generosity must
be reciprocated.
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For this reason, this propping tree is carried out tree by tree, in such a way as to
alleviate the load and also protect the fruit so that it does not touch the ground.
It is an almost handmade work and practically unique in its magnitude and depth. This
practice allows us to keep our trees healthy and not stressed. In addition, it allows us to
recover valuable kilos of fruit per tree.
The use of round nose scissors:
Since 2014, Agro San Antonio has been using a type of small scissors with a rounded
tip for harvesting, which has given excellent results in cutting the fruit, mainly because
it avoids pinching.
At the beginning of the implementation of this tool, the Agro San Antonio workers had
to be trained for its use, who with a very good disposition assumed this innovation,
obtaining excellent results in a short time.
However, after an investigation carried out at the end of 2016 with our plant workers
and harvesters, it was concluded that the scissors used had some problems in cutting
the fruit and, on the other hand, its ergonometry could generate injuries to the workers
who used them.
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As a consequence of the above, we decided to look for a new type of scissors that
would better meet our requirements.
That is how since 2017, we began to operate with the Spanish brand Tools Canet - Les
Nuleres, significantly improving the problems that we had detected with the previous
tool, achieving an increase in our percentage of packed fruit and improving the
condition of arrival at the different export destinations.
Another advantage of this tool is the sound it makes when harvesting. We are
convinced that, thanks to this particularity, our workers managed to motivate
themselves, increasing the speed in this process, which allowed us to harvest more
than 4 million kilos of Fukumoto oranges in 14 days and 500 thousand kilos of the Cara
Cara variety in just two days.

Systematized Pest Monitoring:
Together with the specialized company Xilema, a fortnightly pest monitoring program
has been established in all the orchards, which is made visible through georeferenced
stations and on a web platform. This system is enabled in the La Moyina, San Antonio,
Cara Cara and Larmahue fields.
Thanks to monitoring and strict compliance with procedures, we have complied with
the export pest protocols.
To this important systematic support are added the scheduled visits of Marcelo
Somoza, a pest specialist, with whom the results of the survey carried out by the
service provider company are analyzed in detail, as well as the steps to follow,
if necessary.
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Mapping and numbering of all the
fields: During 2019 Agro San Antonio
completed the mapping of each of the
plants in all the orchards, thus allowing a
detailed management of each tree.
At the same time, each row of fields was
marked with its number and also with
the number of associated plants. In this
way, it is incorporated, through a very
simple element, an extremely practical
and useful tool for data management
and to act in a more efficient and timely
manner in the detection of irrigation
problems, pests, mapping, tests and
diseases.

Installation of meteorological stations:
During 2019, Agro San Antonio took an important step by acquiring DAVIS brand
weather stations for its La Moyina and Larmahue fields. These systems have sensors to
monitor temperature, evaporation, humidity, UV rays, rain, among others.
The information is incorporated into the comprehensive monitoring system of DAVIS
worldwide. These data allow us to better manage decision-making, achieving a more
efficient and effective agronomic management.
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Satellite tracking through remote sensing to view the NDVI (Normalized Difference
Vegetation Index) vegetative index:
This innovation allowed us to obtain images of the vegetative level of our fields and to
be able to make water and nutritional decisions, based on the study and biweekly
monitoring of these parameters.

Strategic alliances, consultancies and talks
Santiago Agrisupply:
During the month of June 2016, the Collaboration Agreement was signed between
Agro San Antonio and Santiago Agrisupply Spa, a subsidiary of the Japanese company
AHOATA, leader in the production and distribution of orange marmalade in Japan.
Since the signing of the agreement, every year the main executives of the Japanese
company have visited our fields and facilities, to learn directly about our production
processes and good practices.
Las Garzas Agricultural School:
During 2016, a strategic alliance was signed with the Fundación Chilena de Cultura and
its objective is to support the Agricultural School, providing opportunities for visits and
experiences that contribute to strengthening the training of students.
In the same way, Agro San Antonio opens its doors so that its students can carry out
their professional practice, and in some cases, continue their working life in the
company.
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Anasac Award - Revista del Campo:
In 2017 we were invited to participate in the El CAMPO DEL AÑO Contest organized by
ANASAC, together with the Campo de El Mercurio Magazine. On the occasion we were
awarded as the best Course in the Sixth Region in the Productivity and Quality issue.
Visit Shimen Zakai:
During the month of December 2019, we were visited by the agronomist Shimen Zakai,
from the Israeli company Zakai Agricultural Know How and representative of the rights
of the Mandarin Oranges Program for America, from the Israel Agricultural Research
Organization.
Mr. Zakai has been recognized worldwide for his agronomic knowledge in citrus. In this
way, we had the opportunity to talk about the different future varieties of citrus fruits
and also to compare in the field the best world practices for managing citrus orchards
with what we were doing.
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We want to grow
from the most
important thing we
have: our purpose
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New Ventures
BIOALFA: Innovation and care of the environment at the service of
agricultural production.
The experience we have accumulated in more than 20 years of history has allowed us
to verify that the inclusion of biofertilizers and natural biostimulants, such as fulvic
acid, microorganisms and algae, give excellent results of productivity, well-being for
the orchard and a great contribution to the quality of the fruit.
With this background, we decided to study the market at a global level, which allowed
us to find the best products available and we decided to get in touch with their
producers, to carry out the import directly.

Such was the success of the experience that the Executive President of Agro San
Antonio, Osvaldo Barrientos, decided to create a company that could commercialize
these products, offering them to local farmers directly, without intermediaries.
This is how BIOALFA was born, a company committed to the environment, innovation
and the best agricultural practices in the agricultural input market.
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Its mission is to be an ally of the farmer and the environment, contributing to the
production of the best fruit in and for the world, based on a profitable and sustainable
development model.
BIOALFA has established strategic alliances with world-class suppliers in the field of
biofertilizers and natural biostimulants, in such a way as to bring local producers closer
to innovative product lines at a more than competitive cost.
BIOALFA in association with Agro San Antonio, has fields where the different products
are validated under nutritional aspects and their behavior and impact are analyzed
through different tests.

As an example we can refer to two products that have been tremendously successful
in Agro San Antonio and that today are part of the BIOALFA mix:
• FULVIC + CO, organic matter and biofertilizer based on fulvic acid at 55% and a
microbial consortium of high concentration (6 * 10e10), thus forming a unique
combination that acts as an inoculant, improving the biological action of the soil. It
also has a high content of organic matter (60.6%), containing a high fraction of
organic carbon (35%) and an important concentration of amino acids (9%),
elements that support the nutritional function, especially the filling of the fruit and
plant stimulation.
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• ALGAE98, biostimulant of Norwegian origin, based on Alga Ascophyllum Nodosum
presented in solid formulation, at 98% concentration. High in metabolites such as
mannitol, betaines and fucoidins. It also contains macro and micro nutrients and a
high concentration of organic carbon (20%). It generates an anti-stress effect given
its high concentration of amino acids and hormone precursor metabolites. It also
maximizes fruit production, having a biostimulant effect in the high demand stages
of the crop.
More information at www.bioalfa.cl
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Lust. A new way to feel the best of our oranges
At the beginning of 2018 and, after a trip to Europe by the President of Agro San
Antonio, Osvaldo Barrientos, the idea of making a 100% natural orange sparkling wine
was born. On this trip he knows the only experience in the world of an orange sparkling
wine made under the Champenoise method in Spain.
This novel sparkling wine, called LUST, is the result of a careful process of extracting the
juice from the Agro San Antonio oranges, which is worked in double fermentation, the
last process being under the Charmat method in an isobaric chamber. The result is a
sparkling wine with great qualities in the mouth and nose.
Raw material:
• Fukumoto oranges on Roubidux pattern
• Grades Brix Oranges: 10-12
• Origin oranges: Agro San Antonio
• Valley: Pichidegua - Chile
• Alcoholic degrees: 9
• Classification: BRUT
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Its flavor evokes citrus notes that are
enhanced by the freshness of its foam and
its intense color.
Its elaboration with the Charmat method.
The Charmat method is a very old
technique used to make sparkling wines. It
was coined in 1912 by Eugène Charmat and
today it is widely used in the production of
great sparkling wines.
This method consists of fermenting the
broth twice. The wine dictionary defines it
as “the method for obtaining champagne
that consists of carrying out a second
fermentation in stainless steel tanks”.
In addition, the bottle is replaced by stainless
steel tanks for the fermentation of the
wine. Once the optimum fermentation point is reached, the broth is bottled and put
on sale.
The winemaker who has advised us on the birth of LUST is Cristián Azócar.
After carrying out the respective laboratory analysis, the result is that LUST is a
sparkling wine rich in Vitamin C and Vitamin E. The same happens with antioxidants.
Regarding vitamins, the results show 23.76 mg / 100g of Vitamin C and 0.74 mg / 100g
of vitamin E.
Regarding antioxidants, the results show total phenols (mg gallic acid) / 100 g: 35.885 +
- 0.054.
Antioxidants (ORAC) (umoles ET / 100g): 6.257 + - 2.289.
Why Lust?
LUST was born from the inspiration of its creators and seeks to extract all the
exuberance of these extraordinary oranges and bring them to a sparkling wine that
invites moments of unlimited lust.
During January 2020, LUST was recognized in El Mercurio’s Wiken magazine by the
journalist and writer specializing in wines, Patricio Tapia, who described it as a “novel”
and “eccentric” sparkling wine.
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